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ABSTRACT

Compliance with information security policies (ISPs) is a key factor in reducing an organization’s information security risks. As such, understanding employees’ compliance behavior with ISPs is an important first step to leverage knowledge worker assets in efforts targeted toward reducing information security risks. This study adapts the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) to examine users’ behavioral intention to comply with ISPs. The impact of information security awareness on behavioral intentions to comply is also considered in the research model. This is a research in progress, and an instrument is being developed to conduct a survey study to gather data from employees in the banking sector in Jordan.
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INTRODUCTION

Information security has become one of the most important concerns and challenges facing organizations and users today. Studies concentrate on the need to design effective security policies (Whitman, Townsend, & Aalberts, 2001), as well as to motivate human and organizational factors to enhance users’ security awareness to comply with ISPs (Boss, Kirsch, Angermeier, Shingler, & Boss, 2009). Information security policies (ISPs) must be designed to provide employees with guidelines on how to secure information resources while they use information systems (IS) in performing their jobs (Straub, 1990; Whitman, et al., 2001). Although the creation of comprehensive ISPs and guidelines is given high priority, compliance with these policies is still lacking. Therefore, identifying the factors that motivate employees’ awareness to comply with an organization’s ISPs is an important step.

Drawing on the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) (Davis, Bagozzi, & Warshaw, 1989), we propose a Security Acceptance Model (SAM). In this model, employees’ intention to comply with the organization’s ISPs is influenced by Perceived Ease of Use (PEOU) of ISPs and Perceived Usefulness of Protection (PUOP) afforded through the use of ISPs. The role of self-efficacy (SE) and controllability (C), which are rooted in the Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) (Ajzen, 2002), have also been considered.

The proposed model captures some of the questions left unanswered by the previous studies. Besides, it is the first to completely examine the role of information security awareness in enhancing employees’ compliance with ISPs. Specifically, the study will try to answer the following questions:

1. What is the role of information security awareness in forming employees’ behavior toward compliance with ISPs?
2. What are the employees’ perceptions about their roles and responsibilities, as set in the ISPs, in safeguarding organization’s information resources toward compliance with ISPs?
3. What are the employees’ perceptions about the degree of difficulty in complying with ISPs?

The next section presents a brief review of the relevant literature and highlights this study’s contributions. The third section presents the research model. The fourth section describes the research methodology, survey instrument, sample, and data collection method.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Employees’ compliance with ISPs is an important concern for organizations to prevent and reduce information system resources misuse and abuse by insiders (Straub, 1990). Studies that investigate end-user behavior argue that employees willingly choose to misuse or abuse the system (Bulgurcu, Cavusoglu, & Benbasat, 2010). Most empirical studies applied deterrence theory as a way to reduce system’s abuse and misuse. Straub, (1990) found that different preventive and deterrent
techniques were found to be effective to reduce system abuse. (Kankanhalli, Teo, Tan, & Wei, 2003) found that greater deterrent effort appears to contribute to better IS security effectiveness. Similarly, (Pahnila, Siponen, & Mahmoud, 2007) found that sanctions do not have an effect on employees’ intentions to comply with ISPs.

Other studies employed different theories. Drawing on TPB and Rational Choice Theory, Bulgurcu, et al. (2010), found that attitude, normative belief, and self-efficacy have a significant effect on employees’ intention to comply with ISPs. Drawing on Protection Motivation Theory along with the Theory of Reasoned Action and TPB, Anderson & Agarwal (2010) found that home computer users’ intentions to perform security-related behavior are influenced by a combination of cognitive, social, and psychological factors. Siponen & Vance (2010) found that neutralization is an excellent predictor of employees’ intention to violate ISPs. Johnston & Warkentin (2010) found that fear appeal is a positive predictor of a user’s behavioral intention to comply with recommended individual security acts. Based on the Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) and TAM, (Dinev & Hu 2007) found that higher awareness leads to higher confidence in preventing negative technologies; and PU and PEU have no significant effect on users’ intention to use protective technologies. Jones (2009) found that PU and Subjective Norms are significant predictors of employees’ behavioral intention to use security controls. D’Arcy, Hovav, & Galletta (2009) found that users’ awareness of security controls has an impact on sanctions perceptions which in turn reduced IS misuse intentions. Bulgurcu, et al. (2010) found that information security awareness has a strong effect on an employee’s attitude to comply with the ISPs.

Various behavioral theories have been employed to study employees’ compliance intentions with ISPs or to prevent systems misuse. While these studies have highlighted either the deterrent effect of sanctions or the role of incentives in encouraging employees’ desirable behavior, none of the studies have addressed this problem as a system that employees must accept first, as (Davis, 1986) did with the ordeal of accepting the technology. To address this gap, this research aims to develop a Security Acceptance Model (SAM), analogous to the TAM, to understand how information security awareness will enhance employees’ compliance with ISPs by enhancing the degree to which they believe that putting ISPs into practice and engaging in the corresponding roles and responsibilities are relatively effortless (PEOU), and that using these roles and responsibilities to safeguard the organization’s information technology resources will help their job duties and performance (PUOP).

RESEARCH MODEL

Based on TAM developed by (Davis, et al., 1989), a Security Awareness Model (SAM) (Figure 1) is proposed, which will help explain employees’ intention to comply with ISPs. This study will examine the effect of external variables, namely perceived security protection mechanisms (security policies, Security education, Training and Awareness (SETA) programs, and computer monitoring) proposed and tested by D’Arcy & Hovav (2009), D’Arcy, et al. (2009), and Straub, (1990), controllability (Dinev & Hu, 2007; Rhee, Kim, & Ryu, 2009), information security awareness (Bulgurcu, et al., 2010) and self-efficacy (Dinev & Hu, 2007; Workman, Bommer, & Straub, 2008), on PUOP and PEU of ISPs. Information security awareness is posited to directly influence employees’ perceived usefulness toward compliance with ISPs (Bulgurcu, et al., 2010). The original relations in the TAM model are posited to hold in the context of ISPs too; PEOU and PUOP of ISPs are postulated to impact behavioral intention to comply. Based on the model (SAM) a number of hypotheses are developed. Table 1 provides definitions of the SAM constructs in the model and their sources.

![Figure 1: Research Model - Security Acceptance Model (SAM)](image)
In accordance with TAM, it is assumed that an employee’s intention to comply with the requirements of the organization’s ISPs is associated with the degree to which the employee believes that using ISPs’ roles and responsibilities to safeguard the organization’s information technology resources will enhance his/her job performance. Also, it is associated with the degree to which an employee believes that using ISPs’ in practice and undertaking related roles and responsibilities is relatively easy (PEOU). The use of self-efficacy is consistent with the work of (Ajzen, 2002; Bulgurcu, et al., 2010; Fishbein & Cappella, 2006; Fishbein & Yzer, 2003). Controllability reflect the perceived ease of achieving an intended behavior (Ajzen, 1991), it is only, indirectly effect behavioral intention (Brown, Venkatesh, & Bala, 2006; Taylor & Todd, 1995). Employees are expected to be aware and knowledgeable of information security and cognizant of security technology and be able to formulate a general perception of what it entails. An individual’s awareness and knowledge of information security is built from life experiences or from external resources such as the Internet, newspapers, security journals (Bulgurcu, et al., 2010; Goodhue & Straub, 1991). As employees become more aware of information security, the more they perceived that using ISPs’ in practice and undertaking related roles and responsibilities is relatively easy, and the more they believe that using ISPs’ roles and responsibilities to safeguard the organization’s information technology resources will enhance his/her job performance. Monitoring according to (Urbaczewski & Jessup, 2002) has two basic uses: providing feedback and implementing control. Monitoring for feedback is to monitor employees for providing them with necessary feedback and suggestions for improvement, while monitoring for control is to monitor employees in order to gain compliance with rules and regulations (Urbaczewski & Jessup, 2002). This eventually will help employees perceive that using ISPs’ in practice and undertaking related roles and responsibilities is relatively easy.

**CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK**

We plan to conduct a survey study to investigate banks employees’ perceived controllability, self-efficacy, and awareness of general information security, security policies, SETA program, and computer monitoring toward complying with the bank’s ISPs to test the proposed security acceptance research model. A random sample of banks’ employees in Jordan at different job levels and different departments will be taken. A sample of 10% of banks’ employees will be taken in order to have 500 participants as a final sample that will have at least five times as many observations as the number of variables to be analyzed. The information will be collected directly by distributing the questionnaire to the banks’ employees with help from a researchers’ colleague who will supervise data collection.

Instruments for conducting the survey study are currently being designed. To ensure that the instrument is reliable and valid, the following procedures will be followed. To ensure content validity, in addition to drawing from published literature, the questionnaire will be given to a group of experts in the field, both in USA and Jordan, to verify that the content of the items are valid and measure what they are intended to measure. A pre-test will be conducted by distributing the questionnaire for a small group of employees, around 100; following up with a confirmatory factor analysis. Demographic information will be assessed in order to collect a sample that is very well matched demographically. Reliability test will also be conducted to measure the internal consistency for each construct.

In this article, we have proposed a new research model that can help understand the compliance behavior of employees with respect to ISPs. The research model is unique in taking a user acceptance perspective at this research issue. The conceptual research model and hypotheses are presented, and future work has been outlined.
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